Trivia is a recognized social game in which teams are asked questions about different topics and they have to get as many correct answers and points as possible. Utilize this trivia game as part of events, parties or with a group of friends and family virtually!

**What’s in the Game:**
- Instructions
- Trivia PowerPoint

**What You’ll Need:**
- Download Zoom or other video conferencing platform
- 1 – 2 people to act as the Trivia Judge and/or Score Keeper
- Piece of paper and writing utensil to keep track of each person’s score
- Timer or clock to keep track of the time between questions
- (Optional) Prize for the winner

**How to Play:**
- The Trivia Judge, will need to be the host or presenter of the meeting, as they will be in charge of moving the Trivia PowerPoint along, and reading off questions and answers.
- To keep score, the Trivia Judge and/or Score Keeper (if you have one) will write out each participant name onto a piece of paper. Each trivia question that is read, has a corresponding number that denotes how many points that question is worth (e.g. 100, 200, 300, 400 and so on).
- The Trivia Judge will need to have the Trivia PowerPoint up on the first slide and share their screen with participants. The Trivia Judge will read through slides 1 – 3, which go over the instructions, rules and technical pointers.
- When ready, the Trivia Judge will set their timer or clock to 60 seconds and read off the first question on slide 4, participants will have 60 seconds to submit their answers in a private chat message to either the Trivia Judge or the Score Keeper.
- Once the time has passed, the Trivia Judge will call TIME, at this point all participants must have submitted their answers via private chat to either the Trivia Judge or Score Keeper. The Trivia Judge will read off the question one more time, along with the answer and description.
- Before moving on to the next question, the Trivia Judge or the Score Keeper will record each participant’s score on their piece of paper.

**Game Rules:**
- Participants must type their answers in a private message to whoever has been designated to keep score, either the Trivia Judge or the Score Keeper, do not call out answers.
- Participants have 60 seconds to come up with their answer.
- Participants are only allowed to submit one answer response, or for the questions that ask for three or four answers, three or four answer responses. Submitting more than the asked for answer responses or providing general descriptions will be scored as incorrect.
- You are not allowed to utilize your cellphones, computers, or tablets.